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Today’s law firms want to use up-to-the-minute information to navigate 
the road ahead, rather than rely on the rearview mirror approach of  
reading stale reports. Moreover, firm managers prefer a graphical user 
interface of  gauges and displays which monitor various aspects of  
operations to indicate firm performance. Such an interface has been 
coined a “dashboard” by business intelligence (BI) experts because 
the interface resembles a car’s instrument panel designed to operate 
and control the vehicle (i.e. or the firm) with a quick and easy to read 
layout. To satisfy this need, PerfectLaw®  introduces BizRadar to 
manage BI dashboards and workbooks.

Dashboards and BI workbooks can play a role in business planning.  
Just as automobile drivers have replaced penciling in routes on a paper 
road map with entering directions into a GPS, legal professionals are 
replacing paper reports with real-time dashboards and workbooks that 
allow them to input goals and budgets.  In fact, a BI dashboard with 
a direct connection to the firm database can display key performance 
indicators (KPIs) which measure billing, accounting and case 
management performance to evaluate if  the firm is running smoothly 
or if  there are outstanding issues requiring immediate attention. 

Benefits
•	 Interactively monitor, analyze and control your firm’s operations 

with greater insight than ever before
•	 Make better decisions and increase partner income with easy to 

understand KPIs, automatically delivered to the right person
•	 Timely detect and warn of  impending problems
•	 Strengthen the firm’s analytical and decision-making skills
•	 Make quick, quantitative decisions and corrections based on live 

data
•	 Enhance productivity by gaining greater insight into how your 

firm works
•	 Save time by reducing the need to print and study reports
•	 Eliminate the need for special servers by using PerfectLaw® DMS 

to store and distribute dashboards and workbooks as documents

Product Features
•	 Visualization of KPIs on a dashboard allows users to effectively 

interpret both abstract and concrete information and apply the 
knowledge to business functions

•	 Workbooks facilitate tailoring dashboards by job function/role such 
as partner/ administrator, controller /collections manager, working 
or billing attorney, docketing / case management and marketing 
and CRM; each workbook contains worksheets that monitor and 
measure specific KPI sets needed for each job function

•	 The gauges and graphs are displayed on the user’s desktop in a 
combined view or dashboard

•	 Dashboards and workbooks are supported by a live connection to 
the firm’s database so KPIs are constantly updated allowing for 
greater accuracy in business assessments 

•	 Dashboards refresh at predetermined intervals which can be 
adjusted to provide near real-time updates

•	 Dashboards can be configured based on type of graphics (e.g., bar 
charts, pie charts, tables, bullet graphs, etc.), color, and placement 
order on the dashboard

•	 Dashboards and workbooks can be distributed and shared 
as documents using PerfectLaw’s unique navigational panel 
technology and All-in-One® Document Management System (DMS)

•	 Dashboards use everyday Microsoft technology such as Excel and 
SQL Server with Analysis Services so there’s no need for special 
programs or hardware and users can quickly begin using the tools
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Functions
•	 Create dynamic business plans that include goals, milestones, and 

budgets
•	 Monitor business activity as it compares to business plans
•	 Provide greater visibility via visual displays of  live KPIs
•	 Design KPIs that best indicate how well the firm is running, with 

emphasis on progress towards high priority budgets or goals  
•	 Customize job-oriented dashboards to optimize operations and 

help specific users make better decisions
•	 Define user alarms, or emails, for timely trouble alerts so issues 

can be addressed before they become problems
•	 Forecast future values and identify new trends
•	 Distribute and share dashboards among users over the firm’s 

network on a need-to-know basis 
•	 Drill down dashboard interactively to mine the firm’s database for 

critical details


